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andrew larochelle

**UNCOVERED**

My creative process first involves throwing on some music to set a groove, then throw unplanned streaks, strokes, and splatters onto the canvas (or paper). The practice of automatic art exploring the unconscious fascinated me ever since I first heard of that type of art. What interests me the most is the tendency for viewers of the works to see something different from one another. I myself, find hidden brush strokes and figures previously out of focus. The longer you look the more you uncover, like people. You can’t take a “first glance”. Hieroglyphic and Automatic Study beg the wandering eye to uncover imagery of their own.

jena nelson

**I USED TO HATE THE COLOR RED**

After coming to the realization that my strongest inspiration is my sudden intrusive thoughts, I started and finished this piece in 6 hours. This artwork is a reflection of the grief and anger I have experienced over the past two years after the death of a friend from high school.